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Document 20191103 
Proposal Activism Grants distribution - Category 4 
AC committee 
 
 

When drafting the order for category 4, the AC tried to stay as close to the grants model as 

possible. This posed some problems, as a lot of grants for category 4 were requested for 

lustra. Lustra are not mentioned in the model once. Therefore, the AC looked at the 

activities of each lustrum and compared these to the three points named in the grants 

model.  

When ranking the activities requested in category 4, the AC first divided the activities among 

the points mentioned in the grants model. Within these categories a ranking was then made 

based mostly on the amount of work a committee had to do to organize the activity. 

Activities for which insufficient proof was provided, at first were put at the bottom of the list 

and additional information was requested for some of them. Activities that did not fall under 

one of the three points mentioned in the model were rejected. Idefiks was put at the top of 

the list, because the board can’t request grants in another way.  

A special mention is the BMS symposium. Grants for the BMS symposium were requested by 

one association only. The AC is of the opinion that if the BMS symposium would get grants, 

the grants should come to the benefit of all members of the committee and not just the 

members of the association that requested the grant. 

The proposed division can be found below. Grants will be divided over these activities from 

top to bottom, granting one board three grants, two activities two grants and afterwards in 

the ranking one grant. The amount of one grant is still subject to change since the model will 

be adapted to the new FOBOS system. 

 

Proposed order of Activism Grants category 4, 2019 
Associations Activity Max. Grants 

 

Idefix Board 3 

 

Alembic  ONCS 2 
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Arago PION 2 

 

Sirius Provincial State Debate 1 

 

Inter-Actief  Pandora 1 

 

Concept Betonbrouwers 1 

 

Communiqué BMS Symposium 1 

 

Sirius Career days 1 

 

Communiqué Lustrum 1 

 

Paradoks Barbouwbazen 1 

 

Atlantis Benefit Dinner 1 

 

Daedalus Webcie 1 * 

 

Proto iOS application 1 

 

*Here we are still waiting for a response to get more input 
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Rejected Applications 
Association Activity 

 

Daedalus Excursions 

 

Dimensie Psychologist for a Day - Series 

 

Inter-Actief Rially  

 

Paradoks Streeplijst 

 

Proto Career Dinner 

 

Proto  Minor market 

 

Scintilla Vourt Scraphead Challenge 

 

Scintilla 

 

Soldeer Course 

Sirius Expedition Sirius 

 

Stress  Lustrum 

 

 


